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Abstract 
Enterprise Modelling (EM) enables the representation of companies’ activities, of their resources 

along with their roles and responsibilities in order to share the company’s knowledge and support 
performance analysis. For this, EM promotes various concepts, techniques, frameworks, modelling 
languages and tools today widely used in companies. Currently, even a partial model of an enterprise 
constitutes a way to communicate, to share advices, to analyse and to make decisions. Therefore, EM 
appears to be a privileged tool to support any business change management.  

In a complementary way, Systems Engineering (SE) is a tried and tested methodological approach to 
design and test new products whatever their complexity or nature. Nowadays SE is considered in 
industry as a competitive and structured approach enabling a company to manage design activities and 
more generally to improve its capacity and ability to design complex systems efficiently. SE acts as a 
model-based engineering approach and promotes to this end a set of standardized collaborative 
processes, modelling languages and frameworks.  

Thus, when considering large companies designing complex systems such as a helicopter 
manufacturer, first it appears critical to be able to adapt processes proposed by SE standardization 
according to the business specific needs. This tailoring must be guided in order to consider the inherent 
complexity of the organization, the various human actors’ profiles and skills, tools and stakeholders 
involved in the design of new products. As they all have to communicate and interact efficiently 
together their abilities and capacities to be interoperable i.e. to really work together should be analysed 
and improved accordingly before going further. Then, it appears necessary to prepare the company for 
the required changes, and to deploy in situ the adopted SE processes taking into account not only 
company's classical constrains and objectives but also the current level of interoperability of its 
elements. Finally, company managers must become able to control and adjust these processes from the 
cradle to the grave according to feedbacks from their stakeholders. To support all these activities, 
Enterprise Modelling (EM) provides several techniques, modelling languages, reference models and 
interoperability assessment methods which have been adapted and applied in this research work. 

The purpose of this article is threefold: 1) to provide a state of the art in interoperability, Systems 
Engineering (SE), and EM to illustrate how these disciplines are interrelated, to identify the needs they 
imply in the deployment, to discuss lacks in existing works considering these needs and thus to 
formulate how we aim to meet them, 2) to present an approach based on EM helping companies to lead 
changes required to apply SE principles and aiming to promote interoperability; and 3) to introduce the 
modelling environment proposed to support the approach including an ontology, an extension of BPMN 
2.0 and software tools.  
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1. Introduction  
Given the increasing competition existing on markets, companies have now a vital need to provide 
innovative products with the shortest design cycles in order to gain profitability and to differentiate 
themselves from their competitors who have abilities to quickly produce cheaper copies. They must also 
deal with global partnerships that are now quite inevitable considering the globalization phenomenon. 
In this context and considering its results, Systems Engineering (SE) defined as “a methodical, 
disciplined approach for the design, realization, technical management, operations, and retirement of a 
system” [42] can be seen as a magic bullet since it acts as an organized frame for design activities. 
However, to apply SE principles as described in standards may be very challenging if the company does 
not create products from scratch, but develops new products on the basis of existing products or 
components [39]. The will of developing new innovative products from scratch involves then to lead a 
change in the company's way of designing products and to introduce adapted new processes. It is a hard 
task raising many difficulties and questions such as: 

- The enterprise may assume that the deployment of SE processes requires some pre-requisites to 
be successful. But what are they? How to know if the company fulfils all these success criteria 
and is mature enough to face the deployment?  

- Many standards are available and provide companies with various definitions of SE, associated 
processes and best practices, but they are not always consistent and often overlap. Then, how to 
know which standard best fits the company’s needs and can be used as a basis for the 
methodological referential of the company? Furthermore, standards provide high-level 
descriptions of processes that aim to fit to most of companies. Accordingly, proposed processes 
must be tailored to consider company's specificities, business area, environment and projects. 
They must also be enriched with details to make them easily applicable. Some tips are provided 
in standards [26][2] to operate this tailoring but that is, once again, high level descriptions 
which must themselves be tailored… Then how to proceed to this tailoring? 

- Except if the company employs a consultant or somebody who already experienced a Systems 
Engineering (SE) processes deployment, there is no deployment method formalized to help 
companies deploy SE. Then how to proceed if companies want to deploy SE by themselves? 

- Are there any computer tools available to support this deployment? If not, what does the 
company need?  

In addition to these questions/difficulties, we make some hypotheses inducing new ones:  

- We assume that processes should be described using models in order to make their 
understanding easier and to enable automatic execution. But standards rarely describe processes 
using models and if they do [42][2], they do not use standard modelling languages... Then, what 
kind of models should be build? With which modelling language? Using which semantic 
concepts? Etc. 

- We assume that a deployed process should be controlled by another process that we called 
“management process” which should be deployed at the same time. However standards do not 
describe this kind of processes but only project management processes. Furthermore 
deployment processes are not addressed at all. So, companies must find out by themselves how 
to manage and deploy the new processes they want to introduce in their organizations.  

- We assume that interoperability, i.e. the “ability of companies and entities within those 
companies to communicate and interact effectively”  [3] is a key factor for the success of the 
deployment. But how to consider it? How to assess it? How to improve it within the company?  

This paper aims to provide practical answers to these questions/difficulties in the context of the 
deployment of SE in large companies designing complex systems such as a helicopter manufacturer 
where design practices are settled but not necessarily standardized. However, this paper does not aim to 
settle difficulties related to social sciences such as psychological barriers, human relationships etc. (see 
[5] for more information about these topics). Thus, after a short analysis of the state of the art about SE 
and Enterprise Modelling (EM) in Section 2, this article presents in Section 3 an approach based on EM 
helping companies to lead changes required to apply SE principles and aiming to promote 
interoperability. Finally, Section 4 introduces the modelling environment proposed to support the 
approach including a meta-model, an OWL (Ontology Web Language) ontology, an extension of 
BPMN 2.0 and software tools.   



2. Needs and discussion 
This section details the needs implied by the deployment of Systems Engineering (SE) processes, 
provides some elements of state of the art in the various fields impacting it, and introduces contribution 
of the research work. For this, we present first the interoperability hypothesis and the classification of 
obstacles that prevent it. Then, the SE discipline, its needs for the deployment and existing works that 
could be useful for it are introduced. Last, it shows when, where and how Enterprise Modelling (EM) 
concepts and appropriate modelling techniques can be used to support the proposed deployment 
approach.  

2.1. Hypothesis of work: the consideration of interoperability barriers  
By hypothesis we have assumed that interoperability conditions the success of the SE processes 
deployment approach. Many efforts have been done in the last ten years to define interoperability. This 
research considers the definitions proposed by INTEROP-NOE project [24] albeit it focuses on the 
interoperability of computer systems. This project has classified interoperability problems into three 
“interoperability barriers” defined as follows:  

- Technological barrier defined as the “lack of a set of compatible technologies which prevent 
collaboration between two or more systems”. Thus, technological problems include all technical 
difficulties that prevent computer systems to exchange and use information exchanged.  

- Conceptual barrier defined as the “syntactic and semantic differences of information to be 
exchanged as well as the expressivity of the information” with expressivity defined as “ability to 
represent and communicate knowledge in a pragmatic and easy to understand way”. In this study, 
we consider all the five levels defined in [16] as elements for conceptual interoperability.  

- Organisational barrier defined as the “definition of responsibility and authority so that 
interoperability can take place under good conditions”. Thus, this barrier is related to the 
behaviours of actors, processes and organisational units. 

2.2. Systems Engineering 
SE is defined by [2] as: “an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the realization of 
successful systems. It focuses on defining customer needs and required functionality early in the 
development cycle, documenting requirements, and then proceeding with design synthesis and 
system validation while considering the complete problem: operations, cost and schedule, 
performance, training and support, test, manufacturing, and disposal. SE considers both the 
business and the technical needs of all stakeholders.”  So SE is as at the junction of three 
disciplines: engineering, management and system reasoning [5]. The two main objectives of SE 
[37] are then: 1) the improvement of the current engineering techniques used to create the 
system-of-interest (SOI) i.e. the final product or service that the organisation wants to produce, 
and 2) the development and improvement of the way the coordination between all the 
stakeholders implied in the SOI life-cycle is done. These objectives are materialized in standards 
by two types of processes: management and technical processes. According to these standards 
and to [4], Systems Engineering (SE) deployment in a company consists first in the 
institutionalization of processes in order to improve its professional activities and results, and 
second in leading the change [30] so that processes execution is effective in the different 
projects. Therefore, to succeed in its deployment, we have identified that the company needs to:  

- Specify the expectations of the deployed process, of the company itself regarding its 
current practices, usages and organisation in terms of resources, activities, expected 
results, and stakeholders having to be involved in technical or management process.  

- Specify conditions and constraints for success that should be satisfied to start a 
deployment. This requires a mean to assess company’s maturity to face a deployment and 
a mean to assess its interoperability level concerning:  

- Conceptual interoperability. The company needs a common language i.e. a 
communication basis for all stakeholders involved in the deployment and/or in the 
processes to deploy. So concepts, relationships and their semantics have to be 
specified. 



- Technical interoperability. The company needs to share relevant tools supporting the 
deployment and the execution of processes to deploy. 

- Organisational interoperability. The company needs to identify roles, expectations 
and usages for the deployment and processes to deploy to define then actors and 
business units needed. 

- Identify SE best practices that could be applied in the company i.e. to specify processes 
models describing what should be pragmatically deployed and how it can be done.  

- Be guided in its deployment i.e. to specify a methodological guide, related and directly 
applicable in the company, explaining the steps required to deploy SE processes.  

There are various contributions in SE that address different problems appearing when facing 
these needs. First of all, [4] identifies the following set of necessary conditions for the success of 
SE deployment: strong involvement of the hierarchy, progress objectives shared by all, effective 
allocation of resources required, forming and training of a credible team responsible for the 
project in charge of company’s evolution and supported by the change leaders in the units 
concerned. Second, various standards highlighting different points of view about SE are available 
as summarized in Table 1 in the case of a helicopter manufacturer. This table sorts these 
standards considering their prescriptive (i.e. if their requirements are mandatory when used as a 
basis for conformance assessment) or descriptive nature (i.e. if their propositions are provided as 
advice) [11]. To take into account these standards is necessary for four reasons. First, they 
provide processes reference models. Even if some of them are described with a high-level of 
abstraction and are not tailored to the company, they are sufficient to consider interdisciplinary 
nature of Systems Engineering (SE) and can be completed with domain specific standards. 
Second, standards result from discussions and represent a convergence between industrial and 
academic points of view. Third, the compliance to a standard may be an advantage for trade since 
it may inspire confidence to partners. Finally, a standard can be used as the common reference 
for the company and its partners, improving then their capacity to be interoperable. Of course, 
standards are not without limitations [41][37]: conflicts and overlapping, possibility of multiple 
interpretations of the text, non-automated audits, non-reproducibility of responses, heavy 
validation, difficulty to establish traceability, limited reuse, and difficulty to find information. 
Besides, they do not meet some of priority needs we have identified. First, the proposed 
processes models are not established using a common process modelling language, and less an 
acknowledged international one. It remains then difficult to make possible future use of 
workflow engines respecting these standards. Second, although it is crucial to prevent difficulty 
in application and human rejection, they are not practicable, instinctual and communally 
adaptable [5]. Finally, even if SE standards like [26][2] sometimes provides definitions of 
“ tailoring processes” that aim to help companies adapting the generic processes defined, they are 
high-level ones and the tailoring is not really guided.  

Name Nature Application field 
EIA 632 [15] Prescriptive Generic 
IEEE 1220 [23] Prescriptive Generic 
ISO/IEC 15288 [27] Prescriptive Generic 
ISO/IEC TR 19760 [25] Descriptive Generic 
ISO/IEC TR 24766 [28] Descriptive Generic 
ISO/IEC TR 90005 [27] Descriptive Generic 
INCOSE SE Handbook [2] Descriptive Generic 
NASA SE Handbook [42] Descriptive Aerospace 
BNAE RG.Aéro 000 77 [9] Descriptive Aerospace/Aeronautics 
BNAE RG.Aéro 000 40 A [8] Descriptive Aerospace/Aeronautics 
ECSS-E-ST-10C [14] Descriptive Aerospace 
Guide for ITS [46] Descriptive Transport 

Table 1: Overview of SE standards usable by a helicopter manufacturer 



Next, we have identified that companies need to be guided in their deployment of SE 
processes. In fact, two scenarios are possible. First scenario, the company has not internal 
resources with required skills and therefore employs a consultant. Each one has its own 
legitimate and proven approach. However, despite the effectiveness of these approaches, there 
are no public documents formalizing them… Second scenario, the company has qualified 
resources. In this case, in order not to get lost in the complexity of the problem, the company 
needs a formalised dedicated deployment methodology. Few deployment methodologies are 
easily and freely accessible such as the next ones. First [4] recommends starting by deploying the 
processes of “requirements engineering” and “configuration management” since they are 
structuring for other processes to deploy and essential in the Systems Engineering (SE) approach. 
For this, authors encourage companies to perform the following steps: 1) Assess the maturity of 
processes, 2) Identify priority axes of improvement and objectives to reach, 3) Using existing 
practices to define and execute a plan of progression meeting previously defined objectives, and 
4) Assess results. Even if this approach deserves to be mentioned since only few deployment 
methodologies are available in the literature, this approach is provided with too few details. [37] 
provides a second approach where a generic process of formalization of SE normative 
recommendations leads to the development of formal models. The author recommends first to 
build a model of the standard. For this, he recommends: 1) modelling the processes, 2) modelling 
the system structure, 3) modelling the system life cycle, and 4) analysing the models obtained. 
Next, the author recommends developing a “business model” without more details and adapting it 
to a “project model”. For this, a list of applicable standards must be established and their impacts 
on the generic process model must be specified. This work presents the advantage to be based on 
EM and to encourage the capitalization and reuse of models. Furthermore, as promoted by SE, it 
encourages the use of requirements to accurately define the expectations of the project before 
defining the model of the project. However, the approach remains textual and few details are 
given to make it directly applicable. Besides, in this work, standards are considered as “absolute 
models” but they result from a consensus between people from both industrial and academic 
fields. So, a company having good practices or specificities not taken into account or even 
contradictory with the standard should not be compliant with standards if it is not in its interest 
from on the long view. 

Finally, a third work that can be used as a deployment methodology is [43]. Indeed, it 
promotes a generic cycle of process management that summarizes various positions 
[32][45][20][49][22][21][7] about Business Process Management and can be applied in this 
context (see Figure 1). This generic cycle is broken down making appear activities to consider 
risks when defining and managing processes. However, this methodology has been thought to 
improve existing processes. So, activities are missing to tailor processes provided in standards. 
Furthermore, only few details and models are given, making the application of the approach 
difficult. 

Figure 1: Generic cycle of process management defined in [43] 

Last, we have identified that a company has to consider interoperability barriers for its 

deployment. To do that [5] presents means to improve conceptual and organizational 
interoperability since it identifies and characterizes a taxonomy of the work products mentioned 
in [26]. Furthermore, a meta-model relative to human competence and capabilities is proposed. 
Moreover, four major roles in the application of Systems Engineering (SE) principles are 
identified: business and project managers who are mainly involved in management processes, 
systems and specialists engineers who are mainly involved in engineering processes. These roles 
can be completed with those defined in [40]: Requirements Owner, System Designer, System 
Analyst, Validation/Verification Engineer, Logistics/Operations Engineer, Glue Among 



Subsystems, Customer Interface, Technical Manager, Information Manager, Process Engineer, 
Coordinator, and Classified Ads SE.  

In all cases and all proposed approaches, lots of concepts, methods and tools coming from 
Enterprise Modelling (EM) domain are required.  

2.3. Enterprise Modelling 
EM is defined as “the art of externalizing enterprise knowledge which adds value to the 
enterprise or needs to be shared. It consists of making models of the structure, behaviour and 
organization of the enterprise” [47]. Thus, the use of models should be considered in the 
deployment since they enable [37][5][12]:  

- assisting the deployment team in the development and structuring of ideas, 
- supporting communication between deployment stakeholders by providing a model of 

cooperation agreed by all and by designating a common language, 
- facilitating the monitoring and the execution of the deployment project and processes to deploy 

by formalizing roles and responsibilities, 
- defining the organizational capabilities and skills development, 
- performing activities of verification and validation of the modelled entity (organisation, process 

to deploy, ...) before its real implantation or any decision, 
- understanding and analysing constraints due to possible divergences between missions of the 

enterprise and its actors’ expectations, constraints due to interactions between resources, flows, 
activities and processes and constraints due to interactions between the enterprise and its 
environment (suppliers, customers and other partners). 

Consequently, we propose to organize the use of models thanks to three well-known enterprise models 
[12]:  

- The AS-IS model that describes the current situation having to be taken into account to achieve 
the intended objectives,  

- The TO-BE model that describes the structure, functions and behaviours of the solution that has 
been designed,  

- The IMPLEMENTATION model that describes how the TO-BE model can be effectively 
deployed in the real environment i.e. describes the required programme and sub-projects to be 
done, planning, equipment, devices and human resources to involve. 

Moreover, the three-axis reference framework proposed in [1] can be used in order to help the company 
conduct modelling steps in an orderly and structured way and without forgetting any aspects of the 
problem. This framework includes:  

- Four views through which the objectives of the project must be considered: functional, 
resource, information and organization views, 

- Three levels of abstraction: generic, partial and particular. 
- Seven steps: Identification, Concept, Requirements, Design, Implementation, Operation, 

Decommission.  During the Identification and Concept steps of the project, the AS-IS model is 
built. Then, during the Requirements and Design steps, the deployment team should build the 
TO-BE model. Finally, during the Implementation and Operation steps, the 
IMPLEMENTATION model is defined.  

Finally, various standardised modelling notations and languages can be used to describe the 
required models. Indeed, they enable solving various lacks concerning semantic interoperability, 
but also formalising and facilitating automation. For this, [37] recommends the use of SPEM 
(Software Process Engineering Metamodel) [34], a meta model used to describe a concrete 
software development process as modelling language. In enterprise modelling domain we suggest 
using BPMN 2.0 (Business Process Modelling Notation) [36] since it is an acknowledged 
standard compatible with BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) [33]. Thus it enables 
execution and control of a given process. However, BPMN presents some limitations. For 
example, a Pool2 is defined as the graphical representation of a Participant in a collaboration, 

                                                      
2 This police is used to identify vocabulary from BPMN 2.0 



but a Participant can be a specific PartnerEntity (e.g., a company) or a more general PartnerRole 
(e.g., a buyer) [36]. Therefore, a Pool embraces both roles and resources concepts and may lead 
to misunderstandings i.e. to semantic interoperability problems. Moreover, roles and 
responsibilities played by resources should explicitly appear to improve organizational 
interoperability. By the way, another modelling difficulty appears when an activity must be 
performed by more than one resource/role. Indeed with the current version of BPMN, we are 
constrained to group the set of resources/roles performing the activity into a global entity but that 
does not contribute to clarity and expressiveness of models and therefore to semantic and 
organizational interoperability. Finally, some notions widely present in SE standards such as 
“enablers” or “ control” [2] are not distinguished from simple resources. 



2.4. Proposed approach: principles, models and operational guide 
The deployment of a given process in a company requires becoming able to model, verify and 
validate models mixing various views. By view, we mean “a representation of a whole system or 
subsystem from the perspective of a single viewpoint” [35]. Indeed actors in charge of a 
deployment would be able to consider simultaneously the process, the company, its objectives 
and constraints... without forgetting any aspect of the deployment. In the same time, these actors 
have to assess and improve interoperability capacities and aptitudes at the three levels of 
interoperability barriers of the entities involved during the deployment or into the process to 
deploy itself. The mixed view Systems Engineering (SE)/Enterprise Modelling (EM) shown in 
Figure 2 is inspired from GERAM [1]. On the right of this figure are illustrated the different EM 
contributions and on the left, the three classical views used in SE to define a system i.e. “needs 
and requirements” , “ functional architecture and scenarios”  and “organic architecture”. The 
views used in the proposed approach are defined in the centre of this figure.  

Then, a methodological and technical set of tools has been designed and applied to assist 
companies in their deployment. For instance, a maturity model to assess company’s readiness for 
the deployment is included in the proposed deployment approach (see Section 3). SE standards 
have been analysed and compared in order to help companies identify SE best practices, select 
the relevant standard to be respected, and establish AS-IS, TO-BE and IMPLEMENTATION 
processes models. BPMN 2.0 has been enriched following the previous remarks with a result still 
consistent with the language specification (see Section 4). Last the deployment approach based 
on the high-level management cycle defined in [43] is proposed enabling a tailoring of processes 
described in standards and considering the specific needs of the company (see Section 3). At the 
current stage of development, risks are not covered in the presented version of the approach. The 
latter must be applied in an iterative way: as any change in a company, highest process maturity 
cannot be reached in one shot! This approach leans on the definition of four specific 
processes illustrated in Figure 3 and is supported by a modelling workbench designed to be as 
open and compatible as possible (see Section 4) 

Last, considering conceptual interoperability barrier requires defining the concepts along with 
their relationships and semantics in order to define a common communication basis [29][44] for all 
deployment stakeholders and between all actors who will be involved in the future process deployed. It 
would be also useful if this vocabulary could be available in all languages used in the company. To this 
end, a meta-model enriched with annotations including definitions in natural language along with their 
translations in both English and French is presented in Section 4. This meta-model is then automatically 
converted into an OWL ontology enabling to check its semantic consistency (see section 4). 
 



 
Figure 2: Mixed views to consider the process in charge of the deployment of a technical process 

 
Figure 3: The four types of processes handled in the deployment  



3. Practical details of the proposed deployment approach 
This section details the proposed approach summarized by a three axis reference guide shown in Figure 
4. The latter shows how the proposed models are designed, verified and validated and then used for the 
purpose of each proposed sub-processes coming from [43]. This is done by respecting the theoretical 
views illustrated and discussed in Figure 2. In the following, the focus is set on the preparation of the 
deployment and on its execution, so processes “manage” and “appraise” are not addressed.  

 
Figure 4: The three axes reference guide summarizing the approach  

For this, all models are built taking into consideration the required standardization level of the 
modelling language, its acknowledgment in industry, the possibility to use existing modelling tools and 
to automate its use. So, as proposed, BPMN 2.0 has been chosen. To facilitate the reading, the main 
constructs of BPMN are summarized in Figure 5, and whenever they are mention in the text, they are 
written in this police. 

 
Figure 5: Constructs of BPMN 2.0 used in the proposed deployment approach 

3.1. Sub-process “Plan” 

BPMN 2.0 [36] defines three types of activities, i.e. of works that is performed within a business 
process: task, sub-process, and call activity. By definition, a task is atomic whereas a sub-process may 
include sub-processes, tasks or call activities. This section aims to detail the sub-process “Plan” which 
is the first one to be executed according to Figure 1. Its details are provided in Figure 6 and its first sub-
process “Define deployment inputs” is detailed in Figure 7. It is strongly inspired by SE principles and 
particularly by the first activities of the stakeholders’ requirements definition process promoted in SE 
standards.  



 
Figure 6: Sub-Process “Plan” 

Figure 7: Sub-process “Define deployment inputs” 

Then, once the company knows exactly what it intends to deploy, the second step is to assess its 
maturity to face a deployment. To this end, a maturity model is proposed in Appendix and will not be 
detailed much more in this paper. This maturity model has been designed to: 1) enable making an initial 
assessment of the company to track the progress achieved, 2) enable making managers and design 
stakeholders become aware of the maturity of the organization [30], 3) help to select priority 
improvement topics between possible ones, 4) enable choosing between possible deployment scenarios 
(summed up on Figure 8) according to company's maturity.  

Finally, the sub-process “Plan” ends to pick one or several existing SE standards. To help companies 
with this selection work, available standards has been studied and their own strengths and weaknesses 
have been highlighted in the context of a helicopter manufacturer. Due to security constraints, this study 
cannot be presented but to illustrate this task, in our study [26] has been selected since it is an 
international industry standard. It has been completed with [42] and [2] since these handbooks provide 
application tips and details about documents to produce and that [42] takes into consideration 
certification constraints since it has been drafted for aerospace industry which is a business area close to 
aeronautic one. 



 
Figure 8: Overview of proposed deployment scenarios 

3.2. Sub-process “Design” 

This second sub-process aims to build iteratively the TO-BE and IMPLEMENTATION models of all 
processes that should be deployed, that is to say: the technical process to deploy, its management 
process and their both deployment processes. This sub-process is modelled in Figure 9.  

 
Figure 9: Sub-process “Design” 

This figures shows events placed on the border of activities represented in bolded lines. It means that 
the activities are all triggered when an event is received. These are then call activities, i.e. a wrappers 
for globally defined Sub-Processes or Tasks that are reused in the current process [36]. The first call 
activity called “Design a (technical or management) process” is detailed in Figure 10. 



 
Figure 10: Call activity “Design a (technical or management) process” 

This call activity includes itself four other call activities detailed as follows: 

- Build the IDEAL model of the process to design (Figure 11). The IDEAL model is a model that we 
have defined in order to complete the three existing models already defined in enterprise modelling 
(AS-IS, TO-BE and IMPLEMENTATION models). Indeed, this model is defined in order to 
represent the “canonical” vision of the process to deploy i.e. the one described in the SE standard(s) 
selected but adapted to consider the specificities of the business area (such as aeronautics 
constraints and regulations for a helicopter manufacturer). Here IDEAL does not mean that we 
pretend that it is THE unique optimal solution but only that it is the goal that the company wants to 
reach. With this model, we do not aim to plan everything since we know that is just impossible, but 
we aim to provide companies with a “tool” enabling the sharing of some best practices that the 
company could adopt. It should be seen as a communication vector  and thus as way to improve 
interoperability during the deployment. Figure 11 provides details about this call activity. The 
specific gateways of this figure are Exclusive Event-based Gateway. They mean that each 
occurrence of a subsequent event starts a new process instance [36]. In addition, the specific events 
with an envelope indicate intermediary events catching messages.	



 
Figure 11: Call activity “Build the IDEAL model of the process to design” 

- Build the AS-IS model of the process to design (Figure 12). This model, if it exists in the company, 
represents its current organization to perform the activities included in the process to deploy. As 
every model, it cannot represents the “whole” reality but when the company makes the effort to 
build it, the results constitutes a first formalization of the way the activities are performed and thus, 
it is a support for discussion and support of training for company’s new comers. Moreover, this 
model is a first way to capture the vocabulary of the company which may be different form the one 
used in standards. If the deployment team is aware of some vocabulary conflicts, it may anticipate 
semantic interoperability problems that could  occur during the deployment.	

 
Figure 12: Call activity “Build the AS-IS model of the process to design” 

- Build the TO-BE model of the process to design (Figure 13). This model should share the trade-off 
found between the IDEAL and the AS-IS model from a functional point of view. Interactions and 
roles should be explicitly defined. 



 
Figure 13: Call activity “Build the TO-BE model of the process to design” 

- Build the IMPLEMENTATION model of the process to design (Figure 14). The development of 
this model considers the interoperability assessment of its resources [13][19][10][17][6][31][48]. 
The resulting model should be detailed enough to be directly applied by the members of the design 
office. Resources should be identified to play the roles previously identified in the TO-BE model. 

 
Figure 14: Call activity “Build the IMPLEMENTATION model of the process to design” 

Once the design of a technical or management process to deploy is done, Figure 9 indicates that 
deployment processes should be defined. The required activities are then defined in Figure 15. A 
deployment process could for example include the activities defined in Figure 16. 



 
Figure 15: Call activity “Design a deployment process“ 

 
Figure 16: Generic deployment process 

3.3. Sub-process “Deploy” 

The third sub-process of the approach is concerned with deploying the previously defined processes. It 
is summed up in Figure 17. The components of the modelling environment to support this approach can 
be now introduced. 



 
Figure 17: Sub-process “Deploy” 

 

 
Figure 18: Overview of the modelling framework 



4. A modelling framework to support the deployment approach 
A full modelling framework has been designed in order to support modelling and analysis of processes 
and activities. It has to be as interoperable and as open-ended as possible. An overview of this 
framework is provided in Figure 18. It includes: a conceptual heart made of a meta-model and an 
ontology, a modelling workbench and a documentary platform.  

4.1. Deployment meta-model 

The approach to prepare and execute the deployment of Systems Engineering (SE) processes involves a 
lot of concepts e.g. resource, process, activity, stakeholders, etc. These concepts must be defined as 
soon as possible in order to facilitate and to guide the work of the deployment team. Indeed, having a 
common repository of concepts and of relationships between concepts enables a common understanding 
of each concerned actor and supports the work to be done with all stakeholders involved in the 
deployment project, especially if they come from different business fields. By defining explicitly these 
concepts, their semantic relationships, the deployment team reduces then the risks of misunderstandings 
and increases thus the potential and effective interoperability between these stakeholders [48][44][29]. 
In this research work, these concepts and relations are gathered in a meta-model described by using a 
class diagram from UML (Unified Modeling Language) since it is a very popular language enabling 
thus a quick understanding of most of stakeholders. The deployment team uses this meta-model as a 
guide for the modelling: any mandatory attributes defined in the meta-model must be included in the 
model and only relationships described in the meta-model can be used.  

However, the definition of classes and relationships between them is not always sufficient to make the 
modeller understand and use properly concepts and relationships between them. A textual annotation is 
then added in the meta-model for each entity. The latter is defined in both English and French to take 
into account the multi-cultural nature of the helicopter manufacturer. In the same way, all names of 
classes and relationships are defined in both languages. The adopted system of annotations makes the 
meta-model open-ended: the company may add new annotations without limitations. Figure 19 shows 
an example of annotation.  

 
Figure 19: Example of annotations in the meta-model 

By using the TwoUse 3 plugin of Eclipse, the meta-model is translated into an OWL ontology i.e. “a 
formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization” [18]. This enables the verification of the 
semantic consistency of classes and their instances thanks to reasoning tools. Indeed, they enable 
handling and making queries to the obtained ontology. Furthermore, an ontology enables switching 
between the languages used in the meta-model in a very quick and easy way. Here again, the final 
purpose is to increase conceptual interoperability. Let us notice that the meta-model and thus the 
ontology may evolve or be adapted according to the results of their application in a given company.  

4.2. Modelling workbench 

It appears that BPMN 2.0 used in modelling activities suffers from semantic gaps when compared to 
other languages like the Event-driven Process Chains (EPC) from the ARIS method [38] which, for 
instance, clearly describes the notion of “Role”. This is due to its purpose: the first goal of BPMN is not 
to build conceptual model but to enable process model execution especially thanks to the Business 

                                                      
3 See http://code.google.com/p/twouse/ 



Process Execution Language (BPEL) [33]. Thus, even if BPMN appears to be particularly interesting in 
our context, it requires enriching it conceptually with all necessary elements without introducing 
semantic or syntactic inconsistencies with BPMN 2.0 language specifications [36]. So the addition of 
new attributes of existing classes has been privileged. One example of enrichment is the possibility to 
make the distinction between simple inputs and controls flows. To that end, an attribute isControl 
has been added to the definition of BPMN input. In the same way, to distinguish enablers from inputs, 
attribute isEnabler has been added. Graphically, inputs, controls and enablers can be now 
distinguished as represented on Figure 20. Furthermore, to make the distinction between roles and 
resources which are both modelled with pools and lanes, attributes poolType and laneType has been 
respectively added to Pool and Lane and value “Role” or “Resource” according of their nature. Finally, 
an attribute rolePlayed enables indicating that a Resource plays a specific role selected in a pre-
existing list of role names. 

  
Figure 20: Graphical distinction between inputs, 

enablers and controls 
Figure 21: Graphical distinction between 

resource and roles 

This modelling language is implemented in a modelling workbench created using the Graphical 
Modelling Framework (GMF) plug-in of Eclipse. This tool has been chosen for the help it brings in the 
insurance of the models’ consistency.  



5. Conclusion 
This paper aims to provide practical answers to difficulties inherent in the deployment of Systems 
Engineering (SE) processes in large companies. To this end, Enterprise Modelling (EM) domain 
provides various concepts, means and at last real solutions very helpful for this deployment that should 
however be adapted to the SE context. This adaptation concerns particularly modelling languages, 
modelling frameworks and interoperability problem solving. This paper summarizes how deployment 
needs can be then carried out by mixing SE and EM disciplines i.e. how various existing works and 
contributions from both SE and EM enable us to provide solutions to meet them. The proposed 
deployment approach is then detailed and formalized. A software and conceptual framework supporting 
this approach is also presented. It includes: 1) a meta-model coupled with an ontology to define 
concepts and relationships used in the modelling, 2) an extension of BPMN 2.0 to consider specific 
needs of SE such as distinctions between inputs, controls and enablers, or interoperability needs such as 
the clear definition of roles and responsibilities played by resources and 3) a modelling workbench 
designed with the Graphical Modelling Framework plug-in of Eclipse. The perspectives of this work 
remain numerous. For instance, the current version of the approach presented in the paper does not take 
into account verification and validation (V&V) tasks. Indeed, it is absolutely necessary to help 
stakeholders involved in the deployment to check the relevance and the coherence of the proposed 
models or to evaluate the potential reached performances. In the same way, all the conceptual and 
technical tools are currently tested by a helicopter manufacturer enabling finally improving and 
validating the approach. 
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